
 

January 10, 2019 
 
Dear Shikha, 
 

Guess what? I´m in Egypt! I´m on a field trip with my 6th grade class… oh my gosh, it's so                    
cool! I really wish you could be here with me. We´re going up the Nile right now to get back to the                      
airport to go home. We only spent 4 days here. Anyway, the plane ride was really long, but you                   
could handle it, you´ve been to India! Our layover was in London, and the whole plane ride,                 
including the layover, was 18 hours. In Cairo, where we stayed each night, it's so busy, yet it's                  
really pretty. And oh, the Nile River is BEAUTIFUL! But I'm burning, melting, it's so hot here.                 
Our hotel in Cairo is really nice though, it's one of the nicest hotels here. It's called the Four                   
Seasons Hotel. It's like, the best hotel ever. It has a           
really nice pool, a lobby with a beautiful chandelier, cozy          
beds, and more. We took a felucca (a type of boat) up the             
Nile to get to the four sights we saw. Our tour guide is             
so cool! He has this amazing accent. We saw 2 sights           
each day. The Great Pyramid and Dayr al-Bahri was on          
the first full day, and the White Chapel and Abu Simbel were the day after that. Dayr al-Bahri                  
and Abu Simbel were cool, but my favorite monuments definitely were the Great Pyramid and the                
White Chapel. Here's why…. 
 

The Great Pyramid was epic. It´s HUMONGOUS! It was made out of 2 million stone               
bricks at least. 2 MILLION! Isn’t that a lot? The Great Pyramid is             
located in Giza, and is one of the wonders of the ancient world. It's              
in the center of a huge complex of temples, statues, monuments,           
you name it! We even got to go inside of the pyramid. Is that cool               
or what? It has so many tunnels leading to burial chambers, and            
the king's chamber had 6 roofs to hold all the weight of the stone              
bricks. What makes the Great Pyramid even more magical is no           

one knows exactly how it was built. Some people think aliens came to earth and helped the                 
Egyptians. Seriously people? Not likely. Scientists believe it took a little more than 20 years to                
build. The person who was in charge of the project was named Khufu. He was a pharaoh, or a                   
ruler, of the Old Kingdom, the first Egyptian kingdom. He ruled from 2551-2528 B.C.E.. Similar               
to how we don´t know much about how the Great Pyramid was built, we don't know much about                  
Khufu. Some people believe he was harsh and cruel, others says he was powerful and kind. He                 
kept strict control over the food supply. Khufu claimed he was a god to make himself more                 
powerful. Unfortunately, the only statue of Khufu that still exists is only 3 inches tall. 

I also thought that the White Chapel was amazing. It is in Karnuk, and it is possibly                 
Senusret´s (another pharoah) finest architectural achievement. It’s made of this white stone            

 



 

called alabaster. Some historians believe that it used to be covered in            
a thin layer of gold. I don’t know what evidence historians have to             
support this, but it definitely would be cool if it was originally a nice              
golden color! There’s also lots of nice artwork in the White Chapel,            
and pretty much all of it is carved in the walls. Some carvings show              
the pharaoh who built it with a god, others show birds, animals, and             
symbols, like a Kartush. A Kartush is an oval with the royal name             
written on it. They seem pretty important in Egyptian history.          
Anyway, Senusret was the pharaoh who built the White Chapel. He ruled the Middle Kingdom               
from 1971-1926 B.C.E.. Religious architecture was Senusret’s greatest accomplishment.         
Literature also thrived when he ruled. They had lots of stories, like the Story of Sinuhe, which                 
was about a plot to kill Senusret. Now, here’s when it gets really good, the saddest but coolest                  
part about the White Chapel to me. Senusret wanted people to remember him through the               
monuments. But few of his buildings survived once he was no longer pharaoh. A pharaoh who ruled                 
the Middle Kingdom later took the beautiful White Chapel apart, destroying it. So now you may be                 
asking, well how did I go to it? How did I see it? That’s because, historians found all the pieces and                     
put it back together, like a puzzle! Is that cool or what? 

 
Egypt is truly amazing. I just loved visiting the huge Great Pyramid with all those mysteries                

about it, and the beautiful White Chapel that historians were able to            
put back together. If you ever go to Egypt, and I highly recommend you              
do go, definitely see these two unique sights with a cool history. And             
the Nile River is simply magical. All of Egypt is magical, in fact. All of it,                
from the Nile, to the pyramids, to the people, to the monuments, to the              
history. The worst thing that happened was someone in my class got a             
disease called typhoid fever. At least there’s a cure for it. You should             
really go to Egypt! There may be some risks, but it will all end up being                

worth it. I simply loved to learn all the facts, like the Great Pyramid with over 2 million stone                   
bricks and the White Chapel with beautiful carvings that have meanings behind them. So… oh, I                
better go, we have arrived back at Cairo! Hope the plane ride home goes well. I’ll tell you one last                    
time, come to Egypt! You’ll love riding a boat up the Nile. I miss you! 
 

Your BFF, 
 
 
 
 
 
Kianna Larsson 

 


